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ABSTRACT
This paper discusses issues which bear on the question of how
safety is to be demonstrated for "simplified passive" light
water reactor (LWR) designs. First, a very simplified
comparison is made between certain systems in today's plants,
comparable systems in evolutionary designs, and comparable
systems in the simplified passives, in order to introduce the
issues. This discussion is not intended to describe the designs
comprehensively, but is offered only to show why certain
issues seem to be important in these particular designs. Next,
an important class of accident sequences is described; finally,
based on this discussion, some priorities in risk analysis are
presented and discussed.

COMPARISON OF PASSIVE LWR SAFETY
SYSTEMS WITH PREDECESSORS

For purposes of illustration, Table 1 compares the systems
performing one particular safety function in passive LWRs to
the functionally corresponding systems in the evolutionary
LWRs. This particular comparison emphasizes certain
attributes of the fluid systems. Not indicated on the table, but
highly significant in the overall safety picture, are other
characteristics such as greater reactor coolant system (RCS)

1 This work was performed under the auspices of the U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

2 Present Address: Energy and Technology for Management,
Reston, Virginia.

water inventory. These other characteristics alter the nature of
the plant response to certain initiating events. •

Probabilistic Risk Analysis (PRAs) conducted for
many of today's LWRs associate significant safety benefits
with being able to cool the core both at high RCS pressure and
at low RCS pressure. In scenarios which do not completely
depressurize the RCS but which require makeup, today's plants
and evolutionary designs can cool the core without
depressurizing, but additionally can Tesort to depressurization
if high pressure makeup fails. However, Table 1 indicates that
the passive LWRs are required to depressurize if safety-grade
RCS makeup is needed

Today's Prttsurlzad W « f r R«ictor» (PWR&)
In PWRs, heat is normally removed from the RCS through the

steam generators until conditions permit operation of the
residual heat removal (RHR) system. Significant redundancy
and some diversity can be achieved in this function, by design
of the active fluid systems which deliver water to the secondary
side of the steam generators. At many PWRs. if this function
fails, heat removal can be accomplished by depressurizing the
RCS and providing makeup ("bleed and feed"). Owing to the
need to be able to mitigate a spectrum of RCS break sizes,
there is significant variety in the inventory makeup systems at
operating PWRs, and there is corresponding variety in (he
means by which bleed and feed can be accomplished.
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The systems which normally remove heat from the RCS also
remove heat from containment. However, if the RCS is
steaming directly to containment, either because of a LOCA or
because RCS heat removal is being done by bleed and feed,
then it is necessary to accomplish containment heat removal
by other means, such as taking suction from the sump,
circulating the water through heat exchangers, and returning it
either to containment sprays or to the RCS. Fan coolers may
also be used to cool the containment atmosphere.

Today's Boiling W a f r Raactorg (BWRls
At some BWRs, heat can be removed with the RCS isolated by

means of isolation condensers. Most BWRs have diverse
safety-grade sources of high-pressure makeup. In the event of
failure to remove heat at high pressure. BWRs can be
depressurized, and low-pressure systems can inject to perform
the core cooling function. Very significant credit for RCS
depressurization is typical of PRAs for operating BWRs, and
once a BWR is depressurized, it is possible to take credit for a
wide variety of makeup sources.

Removal of heat from containment is accomplished either
through the isolation condenser (at BWRs which have an
isolation condenser), through steaming to the main condenser,
or by cooling the suppression pool. The isolation condenser
is "passive" in the sense of the present discussion; the other
approaches involve pumps. In beyond-design-basis scenarios
at some BWRs, venting of the containment may take place,
and this is also "passive." Active makeup is eventually
required.

EVOLUTIONARY LWRS
Evolutionary BWRs and evolutionary PWRs incorporate

significant redundancy in the active fluid systems which
operate at high RCS pressure and in the active fluid systems
which operate at low RCS pressure. Significant redundancy is
one hallmark of the evolutionary designs, although some
operating plants have comparable redundancy in some
functions. For purposes of the present comparison, however,
a particularly interesting "evolution" to remark is the
increased emphasis placed by PWR designers on the
depressurization function. In the operating fleet, some PWRs
have very limited depressurization capability, but the
evolutionary PWRs include very significant depressurization
capacity.

Removal of heat from containment is accomplished as for
today's LWRs, except that no currently proposed evolutionary
BWR uses an isolation condenser.

"PASSIVE" LWRS
The "passive" designs discussed here are so called because the

safety functions are accomplished using stored or inherent
energy to transport water. (An example of stored energy is
gravitational energy associated with an elevated water source;
an example of inherent energy is the energetic driving force
associated with natural circulation.) Valves are required to

change state, and external energy is required to operate them,
but pumps are not required.

The BWR and the PWR both have the capability of removing
heat from an isolated RCS by passive means. In the case of the
BWR, this is done by an isolation condenser which is
conceptually similar to those in older operating plants. In the
case of the PWR, this is done by a heat exchanger immersed in
the in-containment refueling water storage tank (IRWST).

In both passive designs, passive systems accomplish long-
term inventory makeup only at low pressure. In the long run,
high pressure makeup can be provided only by active systems.
If there is a need to provide makeup from the passive systems-
either because of an RCS break or because of a failure to
remove heat at high RCS pressure- then the RCS must be
depressurized in order to allow gravity injection to proceed.
Once the RCS is depressurized- that is, once RCS pressure is
sufficiently close to containment pressure- large elevated
tanks of water can provide makeup by gravity feed. The RCS
steams to containment, this steam is condensed by passive
means, and the condensate returns to the elevated tanks.

In the passive designs, removal of heat from containment
differs significantly from the approach taken in today's plants
or evoiutionaries. When the RCS is isolated, the SBWR uses
an isolation condenser, which has a precedent in operating,
plants. After an ADS challenge, howeveT, passive heat
removal from the SBWR containment is very different. It is
accomplished by passing the drywell atmosphere through a
passive condenser which rejects heat to the isolation-
condenser pool, and returns the condensate to elevated gravity
injection tanks. In the case of the AP600, removal of heat
from containment is carried out by rejecting heat from the
containment atmosphere through the containment shell. This
condensate is returned to the IRWST. The SBWR design
requires inventory in the isolation condenser pool for this
function. Depending on the scenario, the AP600 design may
initially require external wetting of the containment shell, but
later, air cooling suffices.

At this writing, both designs include active systems which
can inject to the RCS at low pressure. This capability could
back up the gravity injection function. Similarly, a
significant high-pressure capability can reduce the challenge
rate of the passive systems, and this capability is present to
varying degrees in the proposed designs. Removal of heat
from containment can also be accomplished by active means
(other than the main condenser) in both designs. However,
these capabilities figure in the present discussion only
indirectly. This paper is oriented to issues associated with the
passive systems, issues whose importance is proportional to
the safety burden which is to be carried by the passive
systems.

EVENT SEQUENCES EN THE ADVANCED
PASSIVE DESIGNS

Major elements of the discussion are summarized in Figure 1.
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Scenarios may (1) be terminated without a need for active
depressurization, (2) involve RCS breaks which are so large as
to accomplish depressurization directly, or (3) require some
degree of active depressurization. For many purposes, the
arrival rate of challenges to depressurization is a key
parameter. As summarized on Figure 1, this rate depends on
the frequency of failures of heat removal at high pressure, the
rate of RCS breaks, and the rate of instances of "significant"
RCS leakage in conjunction with transient initiating events.
The significance of RCS leakage must be assessed in the
context of mission time: how long the passive approach must
work without active systems or operator intervention.

Post~D«pr*ssurlzatlon PhTtomtnoloav
Once depressuriz&Hon is challenged, many scenarios begin to

look alike. Low pressure phenomena in the passives will
occur at the frequency of depressurization sequences. This
frequency is determined by contributors which are
significantly different from those which govern low-pressure
sequences at most of today's plants. In today's plants, the
capability of high-pressure makeup changes the expected
arrival rate of low pressure situations very significantly.
Moreover, "low" pressure in the context of passive designs
does not mean "low compared to operating pressure:" rather,
"low pressure" usually means "essentially containment
pressure." If RCS pressure is higher than containment pressure
by an amount which cancels the gravity head, then gravity
injection fails.

Failure of the containment heat removal function could lead to
containment overpressurization. If containment failed
catastrophically as a result of overpressurization, this could
eventually deplete the inventory of water which is supposed to
be circulating from the core to the containment atmosphere
and back again. That is, it is theoretically possible for failure
of passive containment heat removal to lead to core damage.
This type of accident sequence has an analogue in today's
plants, but i i today's plants, it is associated with multiple-
failure scenarios such as station blackout; in the passives, it
could be associated with stagnation of natural circulation
processes which m relied upon to transport heat to the
environment.

ISSUES
The passive designs are clearly simpler than their

predecessors, and many failure modes have been eliminated by
designing out the components with which they are associated.
However, i: does not follow that the passive systems are orders
of magnitude less likely to fail. In order to serve as the sole
basis for meeting ambitious frequency goals for core damage
and large Telease, the passive systems must be extremely
reliable, but for several reasons, it is difficult to see how to
guarantee such high reliability. Some of these issues are
related to testing, both during the validation of the functional

performance claims and during the life of the plant,
example, consider the following:

For

realistic test conditions are difficult or
impossible to achieve for some of these
systems, even when the plant is not at
power;

major portions of the systems are difficult or
impossible to test while the plant is
operating, so that fault exposure times are
long for some components;

the philosophy of the design calls for avoidance
of actuations not only of the passive ECCS
features, but also of the passive RCS heat
removal systems, so that the renewal effect
of actual challenges is foregone;

some components (squib valves) must be
replaced after testing, so that the test (if
performed at all) provides statistical
information about a pool of components,
and shows whether the tested component
was installed correctly, but does not leave
the system in a demonstrably operable
state.

Other issues are more directly related to the basics of plant
phenomenology. Two such issues are the following. (1) Even
for active systems, it has always been an idealization to
discuss fluid system reliability in terms of binary
success/failure variables, but it is a particularly dubious
approximation for "passive" systems. For example, a sticky
check valve which is "operable" for practical purposes in an
active pump system may be effectively inoperable in the
environment of a passive system. This calls into question the
applicability of operational experience gained with active
systems to analysis of passive systems. (2) A complete
model of RCS behavior must include containment
phenomenology to an extent which was previously warranted
only for relatively severe events, because containment heat
removal is closely coupled to the process of inventory
makeup. This is not an issue in itself, but it implies that the
technical basis for our assessment of containment behavior
must now be scrutinized in the context of a class of events
which are significantly less remote than (say) large LOCA in
today's PWRs, and which require successfully establishing
significant flow patterns without active pumps.

SUMMARY
Two key parameters emerge from this discussion: the arrival

rate of depressurization events, and the conditional
probability of unacceptable consequences, given a
depressurization event. It is formally possible to allocate
system performance in many different ways to achieve
different balances between minimizing the arrival rate of
depressurization events and mitigating the consequences of
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depressurization. If operational considerations were the only
downside of depressurization, then one balance would be
recommended. If there are significant uncertainties associated
with post-depressurization phenomenology, then a different
balance would be recommended. It was argued above that
significant uncertainties do in fact exist, and it was noted that
explicit demonstration of post-depressurization gravity
injection is impractical. Given a significant arrival rate of
depressurization events, issues associated with post-
depressurization phenomenology become crucial, unless
significant credit is taken for other (e.g., active) systems.
The frequency of depressurization depends on (a) the frequency

of RCS inventory losses which are uncompensated by active
systems, and (b) the frequency of failure to remove heat from
an intact RCS. It is problematic to quantify the frequency of
uncompensated RCS inventory losses. This frequency depends
on LOCA frequencies which can be estimated from experience,
but it also depends on smaller leakage events, and on whether
(or how much) credit is taken for operation of active (non-
safety) sources of makeup.

This discussion can shed light on the risk significance of the
passive system for RCS heat removal. Since the
depressurization route is available in the event of failure of the
passive heat removal system, the safety-related need for
performance of this system is related to its contribution to the
challenge frequency of depressurization. Active systems are
intended to minimize the challenges to passive heat removal,
while bleed and feed can theoretically compensate for its
failure. Minimizing challenges to depressurization from
failures of this system may prove to be easier than eliminating
challenges due to RCS leakage or breaks.

The preceding discussion has highlighted issues associated
with the passive systems. It must be emphasized that the
overall safety picture of the "passive" designs must take into
account the active systems as well. In each design, the
combination of the active systems and the passive systems
provides a very significant level of diversity in the
performance of certain critical safety functions, arguably more
diversity than is seen in the evolutionaries. The issues
discussed here arise only in the context of attempts to
associate extremely high levels of safety with the passive
systems alone.
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TABLE 1 •
PASSIVE VS. EVOLUTIONARY LWR SYSTEMS FOR SAFETY-GRADE RCS MAKEUP

Safety-Grade High
Pressure RCS
Makeup Systems

Safety-Grade RCS
Depressurlzatlon
Systam

Safety-Grade
Low Pressure
RCS Makeup
Systems

Today's Plants
And
Evolutionary
Designs

Simplified
Passives

Active (Pumped)
High-Pressure
Makeup.
Evolutional-!** have
high redundancy.

None.

(PWR hat core makeup
tanka but thaae do not
meet ongoing need for
makeup)

May be used to permit
low preaaure makeup.
Today'a plants vary
widely. Evolutlonarlea
have significant
capacity & high
redundancy

Redundant,
high-capacity
deprasaurlzatlon
system, needed to
permit low
preaaure makeup
following small
breaks

Active (Pumped)
Low-Preeaura Makeup,
PWR Accumulators,
nvolullonarlea and
aome of today'a plants
have aome diversity &
high redundancy.

PWR Accumulators,
Passive
(Gravity-driven)
low-pressure
makeup.
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FIGURE 1
DEPRESSURIZATION SCENARIOS IN PASSIVE PLANTS


